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INTRODUCTION
1.








1.1

Introduction
In July 1999 a preliminary bid document was submitted by Carrick
District Council to English Heritage requesting a contribution of
£300,000 towards a joint Heritage Economic Regeneration Scheme
(HERS) in Falmouth and Penryn.
In October 1999 Carrick was notified that the Falmouth bid had
been successful but was advised to develop the Penryn bid further.
One year after submission of the Implementation Bid (January
2000), the Falmouth Heritage Economic Regeneration Scheme
(Falmouth HERS) commenced with public funding of just under £1
million.
This was followed by a Townscheme Heritage Initiative Scheme in
Penryn with a common fund of £1.4 million.
With such a close relationship between the two towns, both
schemes have benefited from co-ordinated regeneration activities.

The context of the HERS submission

At the time when the HERS Bid was submitted (July 1999) Falmouth
was experiencing problems arising from local and national changes in
shopping patterns and hierarchies and was having difficulty in
competing with other nearby centres and out of town stores.
In 1994 retail consultants Hillier Parker observed that the prime area
retail rental levels had remained static since 1990/91, at a time when
competing centres Truro and Penzance had continued to grow. In
competitive terms and in terms of its ability to attract new inward retail
investment, Falmouth was in effect declining. The fragility of the retail
sector of the centre was further highlighted by the limited scale of the
area that attracted prime rental levels which in practice was limited to
two or three main national multiple stores.
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Although Falmouth possesses the longest shopping street in Cornwall,
the vast majority of this is secondary shopping where rental values fall
away to less than a quarter of those in the prime areas reflecting the
lack of demand and with it inward investment.
Manifestation of the problems were apparent in a generally run down
appearance, poorly maintained buildings, loss of traditional
architectural features and detailing and empty shops. An audit of the
condition and extent of vacancy of buildings in and adjoining the
primary and secondary commercial areas in October 1999, confirmed
the high level of decay. Problems of access which inhibited regular
maintenance, further exasperated the situation. 18 privately owned
properties within the survey area were deemed to be at severe risk. A
detailed study of Falmouth’s opeways and pedestrian links revealed
areas of neglect and vandalism, and problems with the quality of car
parking and traffic conflict added to the town’s poor image.
These problems were detracting from the character of the Conservation
Area and created an impression of economic stagnation. Without
intervention, in a competitive market this would discourage investment
and serve to perpetuate a spiral of decline.

1.1.1

The Strategic framework and other complimentary
initiatives

In past centuries Falmouth had been dependent for its prosperity on
the waterfront along which it has developed as a port, harbour and later
as a seaside resort. The Fal estuary is the third largest natural harbour
in the world and provides a stunning backdrop to the settlement and yet
the traditional waterside linkages have declined.
In order to address the problems of decline and to seek a new role for
the future, Falmouth’s waterfront was again identified as an area of
economic opportunity and as a potential growth centre for employment
based maritime activities. This provided a focus for many of the
regeneration initiatives.
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INTRODUCTION
Although it was acknowledged that many of the wealth-creating
developments in the waterfront areas would contribute towards the
sustainability of the regeneration of both Falmouth and Penryn, it was
considered essential to progress the regeneration of the town centre
and waterfront in parallel, in both towns, to achieve the maximum
impact. The Council, through wide consultation with local people,
groups and businesses, other statutory authorities and agencies,
articulated the priorities in the Falmouth and Penryn area into the
Carrick Community Plan introduced on 1 April 2000. This was well
placed to encourage the ‘joined up thinking’ approach by playing the
lead role in co-ordinating the wider regeneration strategy for the two
towns to which the HERS programme would provide a vital part.
From 1994 to 1999 Cornwall had been eligible for support from the
European Objective 5 b programme. In March 1999 it was confirmed
that Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly would have Objective 1 (ie highest
priority) status in the next structural fund programme from 2000 to
2006. This had the potential of providing substantial support for
regeneration projects in Falmouth with additional match funding
opportunities through the Government’s Single Regeneration Budget.

A number of regeneration studies had been undertaken prior to
submission of the Falmouth HERS bid. The first of these, the Falmouth
Town Centre Regeneration Strategy, prepared by the Civic Trust
Regeneration Unit in October 1994, had proposed four main initiatives
•

Falmouth Town Centre Management

•

Traffic, Transportation and Parking Proposals – increasing car
parking and improving access;

•

Tourism and Marketing Proposals – highlighting a maritime
theme as a major promotional and development force

•

Falmouth Waterfront and Retail Quarters
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Five years later progress had been made in several of these areas with
initiatives including;
•

Establishment of the Falmouth Town Centre Forum and a
working sub-group focusing on Civic Pride initiatives.

•

Appointment of a Falmouth Town Centre Manager.

•

Work had commenced on the construction of the National and
Cornwall Maritime Museum (Falmouth Maritime), a prestigious
private/ public £30m development supported financially by the
Heritage Lottery Fund, The European Union, English
Partnerships (SWERDA), Cornwall County Council and others.

•

Proposals were being fast tracked for redesign and
enhancement of The Moor which forms the main civic space at
one of the main gateways to the town.

•

The Fortress Falmouth Partnership were completing their three
year £1.5m programme of works to conserve and present the
artillery defences of Pendennis Headland and St Mawes Point
with funding from Europe and the Heritage Lottery, with a
conservation plan to guide further major proposals.

•

In addition to the acquisition of Tremough Convent, on the
outskirts of Penryn, Falmouth College was also constructing
new student accommodation in Falmouth.

•

As part of the Local Plan and Transportation Package, plans
for the Ponsharden waterside park and ride were prepared.
This on completion would link the maritime and waterside
proposals being developed in both towns.

•

The Royal Cornwall Yacht Club had obtained consent for an
extension to improve land based facilities and to improve
pontoons to allow access to boats at all states of the tide.
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•

1.3

A Falmouth Town Centre Car Parking Study had been
commissioned to address the problems of town centre car
parking.

The Falmouth HERS

A small Town Scheme, available to grant aid repairs to historic building,
had operated from 1990 to 1996. However with an annual budget of
£4,000 there remained potential for substantial further investment.
Following preparation of the Falmouth Conservation Area Appraisal
(published October 1998) and during its widespread public
consultation, the momentum for the support of further intervention
increased, especially as the quality of the townscape became more
widely acknowledged.
The Falmouth HERS identified the potential for heritage led
regeneration through a range of environmental works including repairs
to target buildings, restoration of principal elevations reinstating lost
architectural detail and enhancement of the pedestrian routes through
the town. Within a wider regeneration strategy the scheme would
provide a vital and integral role.
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METHODOLOGY
2.1

The Target Area

The target area concentrated on the commercial centre of Falmouth’s
Conservation Area (see figure 1) and was influenced by an audit of
condition and vacancy in and adjoining the primary and secondary
commercial areas (October 1999).
The key centre contained High Street, Market Strand, Market Street,
Church Street and Arwenack Street which together form the longest
shopping street in Cornwall. Here comprise a wealth of predominantly
three storey eighteenth and nineteenth century buildings. On the East
side the rear elevations of these properties face towards the waterfront
and are especially prominent from the seventeenth century piers and
quays, the village of Flushing and from the sea. On the West the
ground rises steeply and the rear elevations are clearly visible from the
road, footpaths and Opes, green spaces and terraces above.
The buildings display polite stuccoed frontages with more vernacular
treatment using local material to the rear. The repair and reinstatement
of the traditional slate hanging, scantle slate roofs, local stone and brick
chimney stacks has greatly enhanced the wealth of texture which is lost
when imported materials and artificial substitutes are used.

Figure 1 Target area for Falmouth HERS
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2.2

Selection of Buildings

The list of Target Buildings was drawn up following external inspection
and photographic record of every building in the bid area. The eligibility
was measured against the following criteria;
1. Building considered to be at risk due to poor condition or
vacancy.
2. Listed Building.
3. Building prominent in street scene.
4. Building located in High Street, Arwenack Street, Church Street
or Webber Street in areas where decay is more evident.
5. Buildings with group value.
6. Buildings with traditional local materials eg scantle slate roofs
or local slate hanging which require repair and contribute
significantly to the vernacular character of the area.
7. Buildings with significant opportunities for restoration of original
features.
As all the buildings were in private ownership and not in the direct
control of the partnership, the priority list included more properties than
were actually tackled to give a 50% margin for flexibility. Additional
opportunities for reinstatement of architectural features were also
identified.
Buildings which were in the poorest state of repair and at the greatest
risk were targeted for the beginning of the scheme.
Arrangements were set up for quarterly monitoring meetings and a
reports process, and provision was made should the projects listed not
proceed as anticipated with clear criteria for others to be added if
necessary.
Grant rates were derived from a detailed assessment of a sample
group of buildings, full details of which were published in the
Implementation Bid.
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2.3

Choice of Opeways

The historic opeways of Falmouth generally date back to the eighteenth
century. The topography of Falmouth led to the development of a main
street running between the waterfront and the steep slope immediately
behind. The majority of the opeways rise up this slope giving access to
the residential areas above. On the other side of the main street, the
narrow opeways give access down to the foreshore and the harbour.
Due to the steps and steep slopes on the landward side, these have
been inaccessible to vehicles and have retained their narrow winding
form as pedestrian routes. Over the years there has been some
modification to the routes as building plots have been combined,
occasional opeways re-routed or closed through privatisation.
The character of these routes does vary considerably, but it is clear
that previous slum clearance, derelict sites and buildings that turn their
back on the routes have led to a serious lack of care and sense of
ownership. The major impression of neglect that is experienced is not
just down to the maintenance of the routes but significantly to the sites
and boundaries that form their enclosure. This has not only kept
tourists and visitors away but it has also restricted local people from
using these more direct routes down to the heart of the commercial
area.The Heritage Economic Regeneration Scheme provided a unique
opportunity to bring these routes back into a more sustainable use to
boost the regeneration of the town centre.
A detailed study of Opeways and pedestrian links was produced by
Falmouth Town Centre Forum and the Rights of Way Committee in
1999. This was further augmented by a full photographic survey in
preparation of the Implementation Bid. This identified a number of
issues relating to neglect, vandalism and decay, especially along the
Opeways south of Church Street and Market Street and in the area to
the west. The bid identified 10 such links concentrating on improving
the surfacing, installing and upgrading lighting and rebuilding boundary
walls. As with the selection of buildings, a sample of two opeways was
costed to advise the budget allocation for the works.
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2.4

Management Setup

The Falmouth HERS commenced in February 2001 (Commencement
dates; Single Regeneration Budget 18 December 2000, English
Heritage June 2000 and European Regional Development Fund 15
February 2001) and has run concurrently with the Townscape Heritage
Initiative Scheme in Penryn, which started 18 months later. Both have
been administered by Carrick District Council, sharing the same project
manager, project officer and working out of local offices in both towns.
A flow diagram in figure 2 illustrates the administrative arrangements.
This allowed the project officer to concentrate on the grant projects on
the ground, agreeing repair schedules and inspecting work, while the
Project Manager was responsible for the initial setup, guidance notes,
grant claims and the financial management.

Flow Chart for the Decision Making & Administrative Structure for the Falmouth HERs
Direct Contact
of owners by
Project Officer

Media coverage
& processing of
leaflets by Project Manager &
Project Officer

Set up office
In Penryn and
Falmouth

Interest expresses by applicant.
Project Officer available to advise by phone on HERs submission of
applications and to arrange site visits.
Site inspection and assessment by Project Officer. Period of discussions
between Project Officer and applicant.
Application submitted, checked for completion by Project Officer. Planning
and conservation officers to advise whether additional consents required.
Approval by EH where appropriate.
Liaison within department to ensure necessary consents have been
submitted and proposals are acceptable,
Building photographed, arrangements made for recording where necessary.
Project Officer assesses application in discussion with Project Manager.
Refer to QS if necessary. If acceptable, grant offer recommended,
authorised by Terry Grove-White, Head of Community Planning with
agreement of Portfolio Holder and Local Member if over £5,000.
Project Officer assesses work on site and on completion. Works
photographed.
On receipt of completed paperwork from applicant, Project Officer checks
submission and recommends grant payment. Payment authorised by Head
of Service Terry Grove-White. Paperwork checked and payment arranged
by Planning Services Financial Assistant. Payment through automated
transfer directly into grantees bank account.
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Running
Parallel

Project Manager
Alyson Cooper
responsible for
overall management
and financial
management, liaison
with match funders
and, for submitting
grant claims etc.
Quarterly claims
complied by Alyson
Cooper are checked
by Kevin Lean,
Assistant Technical
Accountant and then
authorised by Peter
Hodge, Financial
Services Manager.
Quarterly meetings
attended by all the
project team & match
funders. Individual
projects discussed
with assessment of
progress of scheme.
Minutes circulated to
al match funders.
Project Officer liaises
with CCC on
environmental
enhancements.
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Quarterly and annual reports were produced for the Match Funders as
part of the funding claims and for regular monitoring meetings. As
priorities and requirements varied with each of the contracts, these
regular Match Funders’ meetings provided an opportunity to air
concerns, iron out possible conflicts and to share and discuss
examples of good practice from other schemes.
Communications
The project office was based in Falmouth, easily accessible for
grantees and enabled regular site visits to be made. As the project
office was some distance from Carrick’s offices, communication was by
telephone and email and systems and procedures were put in place to
ensure regular dialogue with the Planning Department, Conservation
Officers, Building Control Section and the Finance Department. This
involved preparing checklists and proformas.
Systems and project documentation
At the beginning of the project a file on procedure was complied. This
helped inform filing systems and was especially useful to illustrate the
methodology used. The guidance notes were based on those produced
by English Heritage and were then adapted to include the requirements
of the other match funders. Application forms were designed to request
information on base line data and were amended on several occasions
to include questions related to State Aid and other details that would be
required for the analysis of outputs. All the above was posted on the
Carrick website. Digital copies have also been sent to other Councils in
Cornwall, Devon and Dorset who have used them as a base for their
own grant schemes.
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Liaison with the Town Centre Forum
The Project Officer attended the Falmouth Town Centre Forum
meetings (held every two months) and the Civic Pride working groups.
This allowed all Forum members to feed back their concerns to the
Project Officer. A common theme was the shabby and unkempt
appearance of the town centre’s buildings and the apparent lack of
pride shown by the occupants of the town centre’s businesses. Direct
liaison with the Town Centre Manager also raised concern over the
filthy and unlit opeways.
Consultation with the community
In the development of the opeways project, significant consultation took
place with property owners, residents, police, shoppers, local groups
and agencies with public exhibitions, press releases and meetings. It
was clear that these routes were vital to the life of the town and close to
the hearts of the local community. However many refused to use them
because they felt unsafe and threatened. It was clear that issues such
as community safety, graffiti, flooding, fly posting, health hazards,
dumping, shoplifters and overgrown derelict sites were as important to
the community as protecting or enhancing the historic character.
Where possible these were taken on board in developing the
proposals. Further it was evident that the exit strategy for this project
required complementary initiatives which would help achieve a more
sustainable future for these routes and the historic townscape.
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2.5

The Funding

The scheme was match funded by English Heritage, Single Regeneration Budget 2, European Regional Development Fund (Objective One) and
Carrick, with an initial common fund of £748,610. Over the lifetime of the project, the common fund was increased to £930,405 and included Cornwall
County Council’s contribution, which was agreed after the HERS started. This enabled a more extensive programme of environmental enhancements
to 10 of the footpaths known as the Opes.
HERS
Match Funders

Original percentage
contribution

Original grant offer
£

Revised grant offer
£

Amount finally drawn
down

Final percentage
contribution

ERDF

47.73 %

357,360

362,042

361,959

39%

English Heritage

20.037 %

150,000

192,075*

190,561.75*

20.5%

SRB II

20.037%

150,000

150,000*

150,000*

16%

Carrick

12.196%

91,250

107,000*

106,925*

11.5%

0

120,960

120,960

13%

748,610

932,077

930,405.75

100%

Cornwall County
Total Common Fund

100%

* Includes contributions made towards grant for 21a Arwenack St, which was not eligible for ERDF funding (£52,139).
The common fund was then matched with private contributions from owners. This has resulted in £1,475,213.50 being spent on grantaided properties and improvements to the Opes as a direct result of the Falmouth HERS. In addition, a further £127,750 has been spent
by grantees on their properties either concurrently with the grant works or following them (see section 3.6.3 for further information).
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2.6

The Original Anticipated Outputs

The anticipated outputs originally submitted as part of the business
plan and agreed in the first European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) contract (15.2.01) and Single Regeneration Budget 2 contract
(18.12.00) were extremely basic and illustrated the lack of experience
in administration and assessment of such projects. This is not
surprising as the Falmouth HERS was the first project of its type to be
offered ERDF funding under the Objective One for Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly. However the detailed information required as part of the
application process meant that once a methodology of recording had
been developed, the collected data could be used to measure the
success of the project.

On completion of the project, grantees were then interviewed (see
section 3.5) to confirm information on jobs safeguarded and created,
space brought back into use and any concurrent investment.

The original outputs for the project were:1 direct job created
48 temporary jobs created
10 buildings occupied
28 buildings improved
10 opeways improved
£249,877 private sector contributions
Towards the end of year 4 it became increasingly evident that the
anticipated outputs did little to reflect the success of the scheme.
Consequently the Project Manager, by researching the methodology
used for other schemes such as that of the Redruth HERS, prepared a
working draft for a revised method of recording. This was then
compared with the research commissioned by the Cornwall Objective 1
Partnership (The Cornwall Public Product: Economic Impact Model and
Project Developer Toolkit, Jim Plunkett-Cole, Great Western
Enterprise). Subsequently it was agreed by the Funding Partners.
The detailed calculations used are discussed under section 3.6.
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3.1

Take up of Grants

Initial take up was extremely slow and a 10% bonus was offered to
entice target properties to submit grant applications.
The two properties, which were in the poorest condition and at greatest
risk, were 35/37 Arwenack Street and Bank House. With delay in
confirmation of funding the former was tackled before the scheme
commenced. The owners of Bank House decided not to take up grant
aid and completed the works at their own cost.
However gradually momentum for the grant scheme built up, especially
following the appointment of the first project officer in May 2001. By the
end of year 3 all the grant budget had been allocated. As demand had
increased grant rates were reduced to enable a maximum number of
projects to benefit. The priority list of buildings had included 50% more
projects than provided for in the common fund. This was because all
were in private ownership and it was acknowledged not all would come
on line. As indicated later in this report a number of the target buildings
which did not receive grant aid still went ahead with repair works. This
is clearly illustrated in figure 3 which sets out the buildings originally on
the target list, whether they were repaired (with or without grant aid),
and buildings which were subsequently added. All additions complied
with the criteria for eligibility set down in the Implementation Bid and all
were referred to the match funders. Although not all the works identified
for enhancement works were carried out, the majority of target
properties have been repaired with the notable exceptions of the Drill
Hall (currently up for sale) and 47-48 Church Street which opted not to
take up grant aid
Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 illustrate the location of the grant aided projects
with photographs of condition before and after works. Further
information is provided in appendix 1.
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Figure 3
Address

3 High St
8 High St
9 High St
10,10a,10b High St
32 High St
33 High St
34 High St
21, 21a High St
18 High St
22 High St
1, 2 Market Strand
Drill Hall
Bosons Locker
13,14 Church St
17 Church St
27,28 Church St
29 Church St
36,37 Church St
42 Church St
45 Church St
46 Church St
47, 47a, 48 Church
St
50/51 Church Street
53 Church Street
Kings Arms

On
original
list

If extra
money
available

Added
to list

Grant
aided

Works
done
without
grant

Not Shopfront
Part

Enhancement
Enhancement

Grant offered
- 47

Cont’d/…
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Figure 3
Address

The Store New St
7 Arwenack St
12, 13 Arwenack St
14 Arwenack St.
15a Arwenack St.
16 Arwenack St.
19 Arwenack St
21a Arwenack St
30 Arwenack St
32 Arwenack St
33 Arwenack St
34 Arwenack St
35/37 Arwenack St
39 Arwenack St
44 Arwenack St
46 Arwenack St
4 Lower Quay Hill
2, 3 Bank House
Bank House
5 Grove Place
Grove Hotel
56,58 Killigrew St
14 Webber St
4 Webber St.

On
original
list

If extra
money
available

Added
to list

Grant
aided

Works
done
without
grant

Enhancement
Enhancement
Enhancement

Enhancement

Enhancement

Enhancement
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
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3.2

Intervention Rates

Original Budget
£

Final Spend
£

The implementation bid produced in January 2000 set down grant rates
at:-

Repairs to target buildings

368,711

429,740

•
•

Enhancement to shop front
and replacement
Work to Opeways

150,000

100,898

150,000

320,615

9,002

8,390

70,897

70,762

748,610

930,405

•

50% for repairs
60% for re-roofing and slate hanging where existing slate could not
be used
75% for reinstatement of lost architectural details, which would be
of limited or no economic benefit

However, further research on the costs associated with traditional slate
roofing using new Cornish slate, wet-laid in random widths and
diminishing courses, necessitated an amendment to the intervention for
this type of works.

Professional Fees
Revenues spend, salaries,
Publicity
Total

3.4
3.3

Break Down of Funding

As explained in section 2.5 above, the funding allocation for the
scheme increased with the additional investment by the County Council
in the Opes. Changes were also made to the breakdown in response
to the demands on the scheme. No alterations were made without the
full support of all funding partners.
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The Scope of the Works

An illustrated sheet has been produced for each HERS grant project.
This indicates the extent of work, grant awarded and provides before
and after photographs. Please see appendix 1.
3.4.1

Protection of Investment

The quality of repairs has generally been high, monitored by both the
professional agents and the project officer. Regular site inspections
and meetings and close working relations between all those involved
have been vital. On the limited occasions when work was not
satisfactory, payment was withheld until the situation had been
resolved. If any of the conditions of the grant are contravened following
final payment there is a clause covering claw back. Many of the
contractors had limited experience in working with historic buildings
and consequently specialists were brought in where appropriate.
However the enthusiasm shown by those working on site has been
notable. Several firms sent employees to a skills training course held
towards the end of the project (see appendix 3) and many of these
have gone on to other courses held elsewhere in the county.
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3.4.2

Building Repairs

Roofs and slate hanging
Over three-quarters of the grant aided projects have included some
element of re-roofing or roofing repairs. In all cases Cornish slate has
been used and most of the projects have included scantle slating, a
roofing technique traditionally found in West Cornwall. This uses small
slates of random widths set on diminishing courses. The slates are
bedded in lime mortar and hung over thinner laths with oak pegs, set
on a bed of lime mortar. The technique gives a finely grained and
textured roof contributing significantly to the character of historic
buildings and the roofscape of the Conservation Area.

Poor condition of scantle slate roof to 21a Arwenack Street prior to works
commencing
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By using protective scaffolding and sheeting to provide temporary
protection during roofing works, projects have been able to continue
throughout the year. It is interesting to note that in Falmouth, prior to
the scheme, this was unusual, whereas now it is accepted practice.

Use of protective covering at 46 Arwenack Street
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Cornish slate was also used to repair and renew sections of vertical
slate hanging. The technique is again traditional, and in many ways
similar to scantle slating, but will vary between buildings depending on
their construction. The finish produces a wonderful texture, which is a
distinctive feature of Falmouth’s historic buildings.

Vertical slate hanging at 21a Arwenack Street, prior to works commencing and
on completion.
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Much of the repair work has been far less visible and included lead
repairs to parapets, lead roofing and roof repairs. Such intervention has
however been vital to safeguard the life of the building and to maintain
a full use.

New lead roof at 33 High Street

Repairs to roof structure at the Womens Institute

Water ingress had previously caused considerable damage to the interior of the
bookshop at 34 Arwenack Street. Grant aided repair works to the parapet have
alleviated the problem.

FALMOUTH HERITAGE ECONOMIC REGENERATION SCHEME – FINAL REPORT
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Joinery
Wherever possible original joinery has been repaired using traditional
techniques, thereby retaining as much historic fabric as possible.

In High Street the bressumers above two shops had failed and there
was a risk that the front wall above would collapse into the road. When
the repairs were executed the opportunity was taken to replace earlier
inappropriate detailing thereby greatly improving the appearance of
both properties.

33 High Street, before and after grant works.

Unusual survival of early nineteenth century horizontal sliding sash window at 21a
Arwenack Street which was repaired with grant aid.
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Plaster repairs
Modern hard plasters were removed and replaced with lime stucco and
appropriate limewashes or lime paints.

33 and 34 High Street, before and after grant works.

In 8/9 High Street the hard plaster was removed and replaced with lime stucco. Incised
lines were reinstated and the plaster mouldings around the windows reformed.
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The advice and intervention of a local plaster conservator ensured that
historic detailing was repaired and reinstated.

Extensive roof repairs to 3 High Street addressed damp penetration. The owners
were then able to repair the splendid eighteenth century plaster ceiling and restore
the building to its former glory.

A build up of paint and
inappropriate render
had meant that the crisp
detailing of fluted
columns at 53 Church
Street had been lost.
The careful attention of
a specialist conservator
has made a
considerable difference.

Consol brackets at Grove Hotel before and after repair by a specialist conservator
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3.4.3

Reinstatement of Lost Architectural Details and Shop
Front Replacement

The information has also been passed to owners of non grant-aided
properties who have used it, with the encouragement and advice of the
HERS project officer, to make welcome changes.

The photographic survey of the target area (October 1999) identified
inappropriate alteration and lost architectural features. The archive
records (drawn and photographic) in the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic
Library have been invaluable. Peter Gilson, the Librarian, has been
especially helpful and his published books have been used extensively.
Where there was an opportunity to reinstate lost architectural detail,
historic records including photographs together with examples from
neighbouring properties have informed design and detail.

The original glazing pattern at 7 Arwenack Street was
reinstated following the pattern of surviving windows in
the adjoining property.
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Reinstatement of railings at 5 Grove Place, the detailing based on early
photographs. These works were undertaken at the owner’s expense but
followed advice given by the Project Officer.
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Of the 14 shop fronts, which were grant-aided, 9 were replaced. The
results have had a dramatic impact on the street scene. Unsympathetic
alterations during the 1960s and 1970s had left many buildings with
their shop windows set back from the original building line, looking like
a mouth with missing teeth. By reinstating the earlier plan, the
appearance has been improved and extra commercial space provided.

Two shop fronts at 29 Church Street, before and after grantaided works.
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16–17 Church Street with new shop fronts
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Historic photographs were used to inform design and detailing.

8/9 High Street, before and afterwards and photographic evidence for earlier
shop front
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In many cases unauthorised signage and clutter was removed as a
condition of grant aid and bespoke signage was introduced.

Example of hand painted fascia sign at 2 Market Strand
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Removal of clutter at 34 Arwenack Street
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Improvements to signage at Grove Hotel
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3.4.4

Opeways

An illustrated sheet has been produced for each of the Opeway
projects. This indicates the works, which were completed, and provides
before and after photographs. Please see appendix 2.
The Project
Work commenced on the first five Opeways in 2002 followed by the
second phase in March 2003. The main contract was let to Cormac
under their small schemes contract with the County Council. This
involved the setting up of the site, ordering materials, rebuilding and
repairing walls, new drainage, laying of services and repairs to existing
steps and paving. Other elements such as the redressing of stone,
cobbling, the handrails and final surfacing were let to local stone
masons and specialist contractors.
The project addressed the following main components:
1. Provision and replacement of handrails to all steps and sloping
routes
2. Improvement of lighting [design of fittings and lighting levels]
3. Restoration of granite steps, paving and channels
4. Provision of new granite steps
5. Provision of new surfacing
6. Repairs to stone walls
7. Replacement of inappropriate boundary enclosures
8. Signage
9. Replacement of existing pedestrian barriers
10. Enhancement of key locations with appropriate artwork
11. Provision of seating

On all the Opeways considered there were no historic precedents for
handrails. Instead they were provided with an ugly assortment of
scaffolding poles and key-clamp rails. In one or two other locations in
the town there had been replacement ‘heritage’ rails comprising cast
posts and tubular steel rails. These however were not common and
neither did they have any real precedent in the locality.
On balance it was decide to replace these with a suitable contemporary
design that used good quality materials, was strong and functional and
could easily be adapted to all variations of fixing and angles. These
were designed by the consultant architect and went out to
metalworkers for tender.
The design comprised a quality oak handrail of oval cross section to
give a good handhold. This was fixed to a hidden steel supporting bar
connected to galvanised tapered steel posts or wall brackets. Stainless
steel sockets were detailed at all connections. The intention was to
provide a robust quality piece of street furniture that required minimal
maintenance.
Before

Finished View

Design Statements
Handrails
These were seen as an important functional feature of the opeways
due to the steep topography.
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Handrails on Smithwick Hill were a mixture of handrails and clamps
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Lighting

There was no existing historic precedent for lighting on any of these
routes. The main street lighting comprised of standard wallpack street
lighting. The opeways had a variety of standard estate style fittings.
The recently completed Moor project had selected the common
‘heritage’ approach of the Albany or Strand design.

Following extensive discussion it was decided that it would be equally
valid to consider a new approach to the choice of lighting fittings that
respected and complemented the unique character of the Opes. In
addition because of difficulty of access for maintenance on these
routes, the County Council were very concerned to ensure that folding
steel columns were provided.

Following detailed negotiations with the County Council [who have
adopted and will maintain the lighting] and investigations into the cost,
performance and back up, three units were selected for use which met
our design and County maintenance criteria. The standard unit is the
Woodhouse Saturn, which is a contemporary fitting which nevertheless
has some visual association with the ‘Heritage’ albany type. The
‘Mercian’ is a wall pack light for use in very constrained and covered
spaces where traditional lanterns cannot be located and vandalism is a
real threat. Finally a special new fitting, the Windsor Portsmouth light
was selected for use on Upton Slip for which the navigation light style
complemented the unique character of this opeway and its boat
associated businesses.
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Surfacing

The Opeways had previously been surfaced with a patchwork of
tarmac of various grades, concrete and occasional granite details.
Consideration was initially given to the potential for repaving the routes
in granite slabs or sets. However this was dismissed for two reasons.
One was that there was no precedent or evidence that this material had
been used historically in the Opeways that were to be grant aided.
Apart from limited areas of flat paving and of course the steps, visual
evidence from photographs and the sites seemed to indicate that all
sloping areas were simply formed of crushed and compacted stone and
earth – overlaid by tarmac in the twentieth century. Secondly owing to
the considerable slope on the majority of the routes, granite paving or
setts would become a safety hazard with risk of slipping.

The agreed solution involved preparing the existing base, cleaning,
repairing or replacing where required and providing a unified bound
surface dressing using an exposed natural aggregate. The materials
used comprised of a resin binding layer over the prepared base, which
was then covered by a specially graded, washed and kiln dried
aggregate. The aggregate sunk into and was bound by the resin and all
the remaining loose material was brushed off. An investigation to
locate a local granite aggregate that would meet the required
specification and complement the existing granite details was
unsuccessful; the County Council Highway Authority unfortunately
deemed the local aggregate as having the potential of being too
slippery. Consequently a buff textured imported stone aggregate was
used.
In smaller areas a cobbles surface was introduced to provide texture.
This was based on the historic precedent of surviving floorscape in
Barracks Ope at the top of High Street in Falmouth.
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Resin bound surface and repaired cobbles and granite drainage channels on
Fish Strand Hill
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Drainage

New granite pier at the bottom of Webber
Hill designed by the Project Officer Tim
Kellett and constructed by a local stone
mason Tim Marsh.

The town is subject to significant flooding at times, which is of major
local concern. The sloping opeways take a large amount of surface
water and can become torrents during heavy rainfall. The Highways
Authority took the opportunity of inserting additional gulleys and
connections in both Well Lane and Webber Hill, thereby reducing the
flood risk to domestic properties and local business.

Steps and Paving

Where there were existing granite steps these were repaired as
appropriate; re-levelled, repointed and missing or broken pieces
replaced. Some steps on the route were of concrete construction due
to more recent, re-routing or re-levelling of the opeways. The decision
whether to replace these with granite depended on the cost implication
and the immediate context of the steps. If the steps were enclosed by
modern buildings and floor construction and were in a reasonable
condition, it was decided that these would not be replaced by granite at
the expense of other features. Granite channels and small areas of
paving running throughout the area were repaired and areas completed
where required.
It was emphasised to suppliers tendering for the stone contract that it
was important that any new stone was a good match for the existing.
This is typically a coarse grain buff granite mixed with some silver grey.
The use of local stone quarries and a close working relationship with
their managers ensured that this was achieved.
Consideration was also given to an appropriate tooled finish to give a
safe grip on steps. In cases this was also applied to existing smooth
worn steps.
Granite steps on Upton Slip.
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Seating

Well Lane Completed
Fish Fence

Considering the steepness of the routes it was considered important to
provide some opportunities for rest. Larger benches were not used as
they could have encouraged groups to loiter. Instead individual seats
were specified and quotations and designs sought from suppliers.
Finally, a local craftsman working with heavy duty reclaimed timber,
manufactured and erected a number of highly individual designs

Metalwork

Throughout the scheme there were a number of individual sections of
railings, gates, features or pedestrian barriers that needed to be
replaced or created. Due to the prominence of these locations it was
decided to commission individual pieces of quality ironwork from local
blacksmiths or metalwork artists.
The tendering procedure involved sending a simple performance brief
[key dimensions, function and budget] for each location to selected
blacksmiths and metal workers for them to provide a concept design
and price. Selection was then made from submissions for each item
based on value for money, quality of design and construction,
strengthening local distinctiveness, and deliverability.

Fountain Court
Lower Opeway and
specially designed barrier
on completion

Well Lane
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Adjoining Property

Through negotiation with adjoining owners it was possible to carry out
improvements to boundary walls and buildings. This helped to tackle
issues of overgrown vegetation, deteriorating stone and render walls,
graffiti, fly posting and unsightly fencing or screens.

These have included, with the aid of joint funding from Falmouth Town
Council, disabled access to Falmouth Art Gallery, off Webber Hill and
disabled access to a restaurant off Well Lane. In Bells Court a ramped
slope was provided to aid access to Falmouth Working Men’s Club.
Bells Court finished view.

In some cases it was possible to persuade owners to carry out
maintenance work, [W.H.Smiths on Fountain Ope undertook a full
repainting scheme following correspondence]. In other cases we were
able to offer a grant towards repair and enhancement work if it was
important to the scheme. Occasionally some works were carried out as
a direct element of the contract, where they were in the ownership of,
or responsibility of the council, or were relatively minor works
undertaken with owner’s permission. Where fly posting or graffiti were
likely to occur even after a clean up, elements such as signing, artwork
or ironwork were used to replace the blank area with a focus as part of
the street scene.

Disabled Access

A number of different issues were considered to improve access on
these steeply sloping routes and the Project Officer was especially
grateful for the advice provided by the access group Panic (Proper
Access Now in Cornwall). The surfacing selected now gives a better
grip on slopes, the design and location of the handrails has been
carefully considered and additional runs provided, new seating gives
resting points and tactile paving has been introduced where required.
In addition opportunities have been taken to improve access into
adjoining properties where it could be reasonably achieved. This has
been subject to space within the opeway, drainage concerns, cost and
support from property owners.
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Webber Hill
Finished view
gallery entrance.
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3.5

Feedback from Grantees

On completion of the project each grant recipient was contacted and
asked to complete a questionnaire relating to the scheme (see figure
8). This enabled the project team to obtain information, which was then
used to inform the outputs including

The only criticism received related to one project where the application
was submitted towards the end of the scheme and as a result the grant
intervention rate was lower than originally anticipated because of the
restricted funds available. On the whole however responses were
extremely positive and grantees were keen to show their support and
appreciation. These included:-

Number of businesses operating in the building (to advise
number of small or medium sized enterprises (SMEs) aided)
Type of business (this information has been important in
research commissioned by Objective 1 relating to Great
Western Enterprise’s research on The Cornwall Public Product:
Economic Impact Model and Project Developer Toolkit )
Number of employees at time of grant application and following
completion of works
Information on any increase in trade following grant aided
works
Details of additional work which was done either concurrently
or following grant-aided repairs and approximate level of
investment.
Information on any residential or commercial space that had
been created or brought back into use

“Trade has always been steady with regular customers but now the
building looks more attractive this obviously appeals to new customers and
is exciting”

Those interviewed were also asked whether they wished to make any
further comments especially in regard to whether there had been an
increase in trade

“Customers always comment on the shop- very welcoming. The place is a
lot drier now, it was like a sieve!”

•
•

•
•
•
•

One comment received from a property in High Street was that the
business was struggling and only took between £100 and £200 a week.
The shop owner worked six days a week and was unable to take on
any staff. Sadly, as demonstrated in section 3.6.3, the sales figures for
High Street are appreciably lower than those for the primary retail
areas.
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“This is one of the best things we have done business wise”
“It is difficult to say but the shop is more attractive which obviously helps
and is definitely noticed more”
“I found the whole scheme worked well and I was very, very pleased with
the end results. I struggled with some of the stipulations such as having to
have scantle roofing but having to get written quotations from contractors
helped otherwise costs could have escalated”
“Trade is always steady but many people have commented on the shop
front and when it was first completed, regular customers came in more and
it attracted new customers”

“Trade has definitely increased, as a result of the works, within our building
and the town. The works completed by the Scheme has uplifted Falmouth
which is now a well visited town throughout the year”
“We feel the HERS was definitely a trigger to undertake additional works to
the property. It was instrumental in pushing us forward and making a
successful business but there is a still lot to do! We have had many
positive comments from people passing”
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Address

Have you experienced an increase in trade since nearby buildings have been
repaired or refurbished or as a result of environmental improvements to the Opes?
Yes/No
Details

Number of businesses
operating in building

Has additional space been brought back into commercial use?
Yes/No
Details and approximate area?

Figure 8 - QUESTIONAIRE FOR GRANT RECIPIENTS

Description of type of
businesses (if retail
include type of shop)

Business 1

(We are looking for information where the previous poor condition of the building may have restricted
commercial use or where previously under used upper floors may have been brought back into use).

Business 2

Has the grant enabled the commercial area to be extended? Or has a previously
empty building found a new use?
Yes/No
Details

No. of employees at time
of grant application
No. of residential units

Business 1
Business 2

Full time
Full time

Part-time
Part-time

Did you undertake any extra work on the property, which was not grant aided?
Concurrently with the scheme
Subsequently
Proposed

Please tick
Please tick

Has the grant enabled an increase in the residential accommodation?
Yes/No
Details
Specific questions to individual businesses.
Falmouth Art Gallery
How have the improvements to the entrance (and provision of disabled access)
increased the number of visitors?

Please tick

Would you briefly describe the nature of the work and the approximate amount you
invested or that you are planning to invest.

We are anxious to measure the economic and regenerative benefits and outcomes of the scheme. The
type of information that will be useful will be:-

Have you taken on extra employees since undertaking grant-aided works on your
property?
Yes/No
Details including full or part-time
Have you experienced an increase in trade since the repairs/refurbishment’s have
been completed?
Yes/No
Details
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Have you taken on any extra staff as a result?

Restaurant at the bottom of Well Lane.
How have the improvements to the entrance (and provision of disabled access)
increased your trade?
Have you had to take on any extra staff as a result?
Have the works to the Ope impacted on your trade?
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3.6.
Outputs
As already discussed above in section 2.6, the original outputs and
their measurement was extremely basic. This, as was soon realised,
failed to provide a true picture of the success of the scheme and also to
demonstrate the economic and regenerative value resulting from the
repair of the target buildings.
3.6.1























Outputs on Completion of the HERS Scheme

On completion of the project, with the measurement of more
sophisticated outputs, the following was recorded






20 buildings improved of which at least 13 are Listed Buildings
282 square metres of underused floor space returned to residential
use
723 square metres of underused floor space returned to
commercial use
84.10 square metres of additional extra commercial floor space
generated
3642 square meters of commercial space improved
1187 square metres of residential floor space improved
51 habitable rooms improved
1 fully vacant commercial building brought back into use
6 partially vacant commercial buildings brought back into use
2 fully residential buildings brought back into use
1 partially residential building brought back into use
8 buildings at risk of collapse or in a condition seriously affecting
business grant aided and brought back into full use
15 grants which included works to shop fronts
8 new shop fronts
20 buildings with architectural features restored
25 small or medium sized enterprises assisted as a result of works
to buildings
10 Opes improved
1389 square metres of grant aided environmental enhancements
13 small or medium sized enterprises assisted as a result of works
to the Opes
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1 Conservation Area improved
Significant contribution to Carrick Integrated Area Partnership,
Carrick Community Alliance and Carrick Community Strategy
£544,807.80 private sector contribution to match fund grant
applications
£3687.00 private contribution to the Opes
£124,043.27 private investment on improvements to grant-aided
buildings either concurrently or subsequent to grant aided works
being completed.
35 full time equivalent direct temporary jobs created
25 full time equivalent gross direct jobs safeguarded
23 full time equivalent gross direct jobs created
£2.7 million sales generated
£3.83 million gross sales safeguarded
£3.17 million gross additional sales
12.06 full time equivalent net additional jobs safeguarded
9.98 full time equivalent net additional jobs created
1 new business start-up aided
Extensive positive local media coverage
2 training schemes benefiting 15 local contractors

Other beneficial outcomes, results and impacts:







Active engagement of the local community and property owners in
the regeneration process, creating a more sustainable community
Increased awareness of sustainable energy principles and practical
application of these
Encouragement of further private and public sector investment in
Falmouth
A more vibrant town centre in which people want to live, work and
shop
Attraction of new business and the improvement of existing
business competitiveness
Enhanced local and external perceptions of Falmouth as a high
quality, distinctive historic location with a strong sense of civic
pride.
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3.6.2

Calculation of Outputs

Appendix 1 provides a breakdown of the data used in the following
calculations and gives a picture for the scheme as a whole.
A revision of the anticipated outputs was prepared at the end of year
four as it was clear that the original breakdown was not satisfactory and
did not reflect the success of the scheme. On completion of the project
these anticipated figures were revisited to assess accuracy (as
described in section 3.5 above). The data researched for direct and for
temporary jobs created has proved to be very close. However there
has been an understandable reluctance for grantees to provide full
details of their retail sales figures and to have these attributed and
published. Consequently sample data has been provided confidentially
and this has been used to advise the calculation of outputs below.

3.6.3

Breakdown of Outputs

The grant aided work to all 20 buildings in the scheme has included
works to reinstate architectural features.
10 Opes Upgraded
These environmental enhancements have also resulted in the provision
of disabled access to Falmouth Art Gallery (off Webber Hill) and
improved disabled access to a restaurant off Well Lane Opes. The new
surfacing is less slippery than the tarmac used previously and
accessibility and safety has been improved by installing handrails made
by a local firm. Community safety has been improved through new
lighting, securing boundaries, rebuilding collapsing walls and making
previously perceived no go areas into key pedestrian routes, linking
housing and car parks to the commercial area. Quantifiable outputs
include 1389 square metres of environmental enhancements, lighting
throughout the 10 Opes forming 1 community safety initiative, 16,687
beneficiaries of community safety initiatives, 106 beneficiaries of
community safety initiatives aged 60+, 8343 women beneficiaries of
community safety initiatives and 1 public realm site upgraded.

The scheme commenced in January 2001 with practical completion on
31 March 2005. Looking in more detail the following have been
achieved during this period







20 buildings improved including 12 grade 11 Listed Buildings and 1
grade 11* Listed Building. The settings of a further 45 listed
buildings have been enhanced as a direct result of works to target
buildings and the Opes. (See figures 4,5 6 and 7)
Underused floor space returned to residential use / commercial use
Of the 1187 square metres of residential floor space, which have
been improved, 282 square meters have been brought back into
use.
Of the 3642 square metres of commercial floor space which has
been improved, 723 square metres has been brought back into use
and a further 84.10 square metres extra floor space generated.
20 buildings with architectural features restored
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Many Opes had become no go area, ill lit and overgrown. Many local residents
were reluctant to use them because they felt unsafe and threatening.
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Smithick Hill, before and after works
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Webber Hill – Gallery entrance after works
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13 Small or medium sized enterprises (SMEs) assisted through
works to the Opes
These SMEs have not directly received grants but have had entrances
to their businesses improved through works to the Opes.

Entrance step to restaurant in Well Lane improved to provide disabled
access.
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25 small or medium sized enterprises (SMEs) assisted
All SMEs have received support through the scheme in relation to
building energy efficiency advice and grant aid towards improvement of
premises. In addition to the SMEs who have been grant-aided, there
have been a number of SMEs who received the above advice but did
not pursue a grant. At least 5 of these properties were subsequently
repaired and enhanced following advice from the project officer but
without grant aid. It is interesting to note that these are in close
proximity to HERS projects.

Roof repairs to the Kings Head. Although the owners decided not to take up a
grant, the scantle slate roofing was still reinstated following extensive advice
given by the HERS Project Officer.
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1 Conservation Area improved
The targeting of public realm works and property improvements
focused on areas within the Falmouth Town Centre Conservation Area.
Significant contribution to Carrick Integrated Area Partnership,
Carrick Community Alliance and Carrick Community Strategy
£672,538.07 private sector contribution
This is broken down into £544,807.80 to match fund the direct grant
contribution of £862,304.22. Plus a further £3687 contribution to works
to the Opes which was fed directly back into the scheme. In addition a
further £124,043.27 was spent by grantees either concurrently or
subsequent to grant works being executed.

Additional works to Bratts included repairs and redecoration of the rear elevation and
stripping down the build up of modern paints on the upper floors of the front
elevation. All this was at owner’s expense.
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Additional works to 21A Arwenack Street included full repairs to the interior. The
listed building had been derelict for some years and because of the criteria of the
Objective 1 funding, grant-aid was limited. Consequently the owner invested a
considerable sum to bring this building back into an economic use.
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The upper floors of 4 Lower Quay Hill were empty when the grant application
was submitted. On completion of repairs a new use was found and the Indian
Restaurant has subsequently invested in internal works.
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Following a very successful programme of grant-aided works, the owners of
Grove Hotel have invested heavily in their property and its surroundings.
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Also it has been noted that the grant projects directly encouraged a
number of repair and enhancement project close by. Many of these, as
noted below, followed advice provided by the project officer.

Following advice and historic research by the Project Officer, the owner of 5 Grove
Place made significant investment when he reinstated his railings entirely at his
own cost.
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3.6

Outputs

35 full time equivalent (FTE) direct temporary jobs created
Temporary jobs have been created through construction works as the
most significant element of spend within the HERS. Total construction
costs of grant works totalled £1,407,112.02 (not including separate
works invested in by grantees). Research carried out by Atlantic
Consultants on construction projects Economic Impact of the Mineral
Tramways Strategy, commissioned by Groundwork Kerrier on behalf of
the Mineral Tramways Maintenance Group, 1996) indicates that 40% of
the gross budget for such projects is spent on labour costs. On this
basis £562,844.80 of eligible project costs can be attributed to labour.
This figure is divided by the average full time construction wage in the
South West region (£20,586 for skilled construction and building trades,
taken from New Earnings Survey April 2003, Regional Trends) to give
a sum of 27.34 FTE temporary jobs.

Professional staff have been employed to implement the proposals and
manage the construction work that has resulted from HERS spend.
These are estimated to represent 12% of total capital costs giving a
figure of £168,853.44 spent on professional staff costs. Using a
comparable Local Authority salary of £21,645 (2001/2 figures) this
results in the creation of 7.80 FTE jobs.
Project managers for each of the grant aided properties were asked to
complete records of all construction weeks worked on and off site (see
proforma in figure 9). Totalled these indicated that 1971 weeks had
been worked giving a total of 38 FTE jobs. This figure is slightly higher
than the calculation used above.
Roofer working on 46 Arwenack Street
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